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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

 

High throughput quantification of battery solid electrolyte interphase 

conductivities and their use as solid state electrolytes 

 
 

 

 

by 

 

 

Po-Hung Chen 

 

 

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2023 

Professor Yuzhang Li, Chair 

 
 

As a key passivation layer that governs battery operation, the solid electrolyte interphase 

(SEI) has long been credited for enabling high performing batteries or blamed for their eventual 

death. However, qualitative descriptions of the SEI often found in the literature (e.g., 

“conductive”, “passivating”) highlight our incomplete understanding, where even the most basic 

properties foundational to SEI function (e.g., ionic and electronic conductivity) remain difficult 

to determine. Here, we propose a methodology to quantify SEI conductivities using a separator-

free Cu|SEI|Li architecture that treats the SEI as a solid-state electrolyte. Although the non-ideal 

experimental setup leads to inconsistent and widespread SEI conductivity measurement, several 

improvement and failure analysis are discussed in this work. Perhaps most striking, we find that 
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reversible Li metal deposition is possible in our separator-less Cu|SEI|Li cell with additional 

liquid electrolyte, demonstrating that the SEI might be able to function like a solid-state 

electrolyte. However, the excess liquid electrolyte in the Cu|SEI|Li cell makes the argument of 

using SEI as solid state electrolyte somewhat questionable since SEI solely function as a 

passivated film and the lithium ions only come from the additional liquid electrolyte. Indeed, 

using SEI as solid state electrolyte remain challenging, but several future improvements are also 

discussed in this work. Our work provides quantitative measurement for how “conductive” and 

“passivating” SEI films and further enrich our understanding of the SEI, not just as a passivation 

layer to enable battery operation, but as a functional structure that can potentially have important 

implications for solid-state batteries. 
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1 Introduction 

Since first proposed by Peled in 1979, the concept of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) 

surface film that allows ions to flow (while blocking electrons) has shaped our modern 

understanding of battery operation.1–3 As a self-passivating film, the SEI enables highly reactive 

anode materials (e.g., Li metal, lithiated graphite, Si etc.) to operate beyond the voltage stability 

window of the liquid electrolyte, as its continuous electrochemical decomposition is inhibited by 

the electronically insulating SEI.4–6 A large body of work introduces several strategies (e.g., 

electrolyte engineering, artificial coatings, host materials, etc.) to empirically modify the SEI for 

improved battery performance.7–10 Liquid electrolyte engineering has emerged as a powerful 

approach to tune deposition morphology of the high-capacity Li metal anode by tailoring SEI 

chemistry and nanostructure. In particular, electrolytes that favor decomposition of anions and 

fluorinated components have been shown to form an SEI film that is “conductive” and 

“passivating” to facilitate reversible and uniform Li deposition.11–15 These qualitative 

descriptions are attributed to the highly fluorinated and anion-derived chemistry of the SEI. 

More recently, cryogenic-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) experiments have shown electrolytes 

can infiltrate into the SEI to varying degrees, resulting in an important swelling phenomenon that 

also correlates strongly with the Coulombic efficiency (CE) of the Li electrodeposition 

process.16,17 Unfortunately, we lack insight into how SEI chemistry or swelling states 

quantitatively impact SEI properties, representing a large gap in our understanding for battery 

design. Instead, we are currently limited to using SEI chemistry, nanostructure, or swelling state 

as qualitative proxies to indirectly rationalize observed improvements in battery performance. 

While its basic function as an ionic conductor and electron insulator make SEI one of 

the most important aspects of a battery, SEI conductivities remain the least understood and 
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quantified within the existing literature.18–21 Quantifying SEI ionic and electronic conductivities 

across various SEI chemistries and swelling states would be a significant breakthrough that 

bridges the knowledge gap of how electrolyte formulations directly impact SEI properties (and 

eventual battery performance). For example, we might expect advanced electrolytes to form 

SEI films with high ionic conductivity to facilitate uniform Li growth and low electronic 

conductivity for improved passivation and reduced electrolyte degradation; we would expect 

the opposite for poor performing electrolyte chemistries. However, direct measurement of SEI 

properties remains challenging and a technique to quantify SEI conductivities across various 

swelling states does not currently exist. 

Here, we introduce a simple Cu|SEI|Li architecture that rapidly quantifies both ionic and 

electronic conductivity of SEI films formed under diverse conditions (e.g., electrolyte chemistry, 

swelling state). Whereas conventional wisdom would suggest that placing Cu into direct contact 

with Li metal induces a short circuit, we show that an open circuit voltage of ~1.6 - 2.4 V once 

the Li foil has been passivated by an SEI film. As an ionically conductive yet electronically 

insulating layer, the SEI in this unique architecture prevents shorting by functioning precisely as 

a solid state electrolyte (SSE), which is a clear departure from the traditional view of SEI as 

merely a surface corrosion film.22,23 This unorthodox yet subtle shift in perspective opens a 

broad range of approaches within the solid state battery literature to make high-throughput SEI 

conductivity measurements possible.24–26 Although our Cu|SEI|Li architecture is non ideal for a 

consistent and reliable conductivity measurement, several improvements and solutions (e.g.,  

Li|SEI|Li architecture) are discussed in the following section for future research. Furthermore, 

we discover that reversible Li plating and stripping is possible in our separator-less Cu|SEI|Li 

architecture. However, the addition of liquid electrolyte in the Cu|SEI|Li architecture is needed 
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for reversible Li plating and stripping indicating that SEI might only act as a passivated film in 

this case and the lithium ions are coming solely from the liquid electrolyte rather than the lithium 

metal electrode. On the other hand, SEI film under dry condition will form cracks on the surface 

and eventually leading to shorting of Cu|SEI|Li cell. Indeed, the SEI as an SSE remain 

challenging due to above issues. Nevertheless, this paradigm shift towards recognizing the SEI 

as an SSE still opens up exciting possibilities to quantify other key SEI properties that are 

normally only associated with liquid and solid state electrolytes (e.g., transference numbers).27–32  
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2 SEI Conductivity Measurement 

 

Previously, Rui et al.18 proposed a methodology for single phase and native SEI ionic 

conductivity measurement, they report the preparation of single-component SEIs of lithium 

oxide (Li2O) grown ex situ on Li foils by controlled metal–gas reactions, generating 

“deconstructed” model interfaces with a nanoscale thickness (20–100 nm) similar to the native, 

yet more complex multiphasic SEI. The model Li|Li2O electrodes serve as a platform for further 

chemical and electrochemical characterization. In particular, electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS), combined with interface modeling, is used to extract ionic conductivity of 

Li|Li2O in symmetric cells with EC/DEC electrolytes. However, their SEI conductivity 

measurement is limited to swollen state SEI measurement due to the liquid electrolyte presence 

in the system. The ionic conductivity of dry state SEI is unable to obtain with their experimental 

setup. Therefore, A novel setup enabling both swollen state and dry state SEI ionic conductivity 

measurement is needed. 

For SEI electronic conductivity measurement in the literature, Caleb et al.20 proposed a 

nanometer-resolution three-dimensional technique that enables ex-situ mapping of electronic 

resistivity of SEI formed on a model single-crystalline wafer Si anode. Their experimental 

approach uses scanning spreading-resistance microscopy resistance imaging. Park et al.21 

reported their experimental result on the measurement of the electrical resistivity of SEI (covers 

uniformly on the surface of the graphite anode) using the direct-contact technique based on 

electron microscopy combined with 4-point-probe micro-electrical method. However, a simple 

and high throughput SEI electronic conductivity measurement for SEI formed chemically on 

lithium metal anode does not currently exist. 
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The scope of this initial study will be to quantify the SEI electronic and ionic 

conductivity using our Cu|SEI|Li architecture. To prepare the Cu|SEI|Li cell, we first form SEI 

films by immersing pristine Li foil in the liquid electrolyte for 48 hours (see methods). After the 

SEI was formed, we then put the pre-made SEI into type 2032 coin cells by placing Cu into 

direct contact with the SEI-passivated Li metal without a separator. The SEI conductivity 

measurement is tested under two conditions: swollen state and dry state. The swollen state SEI is 

defined as pre-made SEI with additional 10 μL liquid electrolyte and the dry state SEI is defined 

as SEI under 30 minutes drying without any electrolyte added. The separator-less Cu|SEI|Li cell 

does not short circuit and exhibits an open circuit voltage of ~1.6 - 2.4 V. We then use AC 

impedance and DC polarization (common methods in the solid state electrolyte literature) to 

measure SEI ionic and electrical conductivity.33–38 This chapter will mainly focus on the finding 

of the above experimental setup, methodology, failure analysis for current setup and future 

improvement. 

 

2.1 Various iteration of Cu|SEI|Li architecture 

In this chapter, a Cu|SEI|Li architecture is proposed for rapid SEI conductivity 

measurement (AC impedance for ionic conductivity measurement and DC polarization for 

electronic conductivity measurement). Various iteration of Cu|SEI|Li architecture will be 

presented, and oversights in the current setup are identified and analyzed. Based on our previous 

finding, we proposed the final experimental setup which are Li|SEI|Li cell for ionic conductivity 

and Cu|SEI|Li for electronic conductivity measurement with external pressure. 
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Version 1: As shown in Fig. 1(a), our first version of Cu|SEI|Li architecture is direct 

contact of SEI passivated lithium metal and Cu foil with two Cu wires attach to BioLogic battery 

tester. There are several drawbacks in this experimental setup. For example, the point contact 

between Cu wires and lithium, Cu electrode is highly non-uniform creating inconsistent 

interfacial resistance and thus making the conductivity measurement inaccurate. Furthermore, 

shorting happens since the SEI formation process is cast drop 60 μL onto the lithium metal for 

48 hours and the outer rim of lithium metal (20 mm in diameter) is not fully passivated with SEI. 

Therefore, when we directly place Cu foil (12 mm in diameter) onto the SEI passivated lithium, 

Cu can contact the bare lithium metal on the outer rim so that the Cu|SEI|Li architecture will 

short. To address these issues, we need to integrate the version 1 Cu|SEI|Li architecture into a 

coin cell architecture to enable uniform contact. Besides, we need to put a PE (polyethylene) 

donut shaped separator to make sure only the center part of SEI passivated lithium contacts the 

Cu foil so that shorting will not happen with our setup. 

Version 2: As shown in Fig. 1(b), we integrate the Cu|SEI|Li architecture into a coin cell 

geometry. However, one downside of this version 2 setup is that the PE donut shaped separator 

is placed between SEI and Cu creating some space between SEI and Cu (not direct contact).  

Version 3: As shown in Fig. 1(c), we put the PE donut shaped separator in between 

positive case and Cu foil to make sure there is direct contact between Cu and SEI passivated 

lithium. However, the Cu size is too big (12 mm in diameter) so that it will contact the outer 

rim of SEI passivated lithium and shorting of the setup will happen (similar to the issue in 

version 1). To address this issue but also make sure there is direct contact between SEI and Cu, 

we decrease the size of Cu from 12 mm in diameter to 6.35 mm (quarter inch) in diameter. In 

this iteration, we can address the shorting issue and enable uniform contact between interfaces. 
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Final version (for future research): The current version 3 setup still have some issues 

such as using asymmetric rather than symmetric setup for ionic conductivity measurement, 

wrong donut shaped separator material selection (the separator should be ionic and electronic 

insulated) and external pressure should be applied to the coin cell to minimize interfacial 

resistance. (Further detailed analyze will be presented in the following section.) In conclusion, 

we propose a new version of Li|SEI|Li architecture for SEI conductivity measurement and 

Cu|SEI|Li architecture in Fig. 2 for SEI conductivity measurement for a reliable and consistent 

measurement. 
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           Figure 1. Schematic of various iteration Cu|SEI|Li cell 

 (a) version 1 (b) version 2 (c) version 3 

 

 

          Figure 2. Schematic of new (a) Li|SEI|Li and (b) Cu|SEI|Li cell 
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2.2 AC impedance for ionic conductivity measurement 

 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)39–45 is a technique used to characterize 

the electrical behavior of electrochemical systems. It provides information about the 

electrochemical processes occurring at the interface between electrodes. EIS works by applying 

a small amplitude alternating voltage signal to the electrochemical system over a wide range of 

frequencies. The resulting current response is measured, and the impedance of the system is 

determined. Impedance is the ratio of the applied voltage to the measured current response and is 

a complex quantity consisting of a real component and an imaginary component. The AC signal 

used in EIS typically varies from very low frequencies (millihertz) to high frequencies 

(megahertz). EIS can capture a detailed impedance spectrum that provides information about 

various electrochemical processes and properties of the system by sweeping through a specific 

frequency range. The impedance spectrum is often presented in a Nyquist plot, where the 

imaginary component of impedance is plotted against the real component. The Nyquist plot 

typically consists of a semicircular portion at high frequencies and a linear portion at low 

frequencies. When the AC voltage is applied, the electrochemical system undergoes cyclic 

changes in potential. This alternating potential with varying frequencies drives various 

electrochemical reactions, including charge transfer processes at the electrode-electrolyte 

interface and ion transport within the electrolyte. For example, we can use a parallel RC circuit 

(R: resistance, C: capacitance) as an equivalent model to represent the charge transfer process at 

the electrode surface where the transfer of charge happens in parallel with the charging of the 

double layer capacitance. To further understand why there is a semi-circle in the Nyquist plot, 

we need to introduce mathematical model to the analysis. In parallel, the admittances (i.e., the 
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reciprocals of the impedances) are additive: 
1

𝑍
=

1

𝑅
+ 𝑗𝑤𝐶 (where Z is the total impedance, R is 

the resistance, w is the frequency and C is the capacitance). If we rearrange that equation for Z 

(by first multiplying all the terms by R) then we end up with: 𝑍 = 𝑅/(1 + 𝑗𝑤𝑅𝐶). From this 

equation you can see that at high frequency, i.e., w is very close to infinity, the lower term on the 

fraction goes to infinity, so the impedance tends towards zero; the ideal circuit behaves like the 

capacitor at infinite frequency – it has zero impedance. At low frequency, i.e., w is very close to 

zero, the bottom term becomes one, so the total impedance of the circuit equals R meaning that 

with a direct current, the circuit behaves like a resistor. Because when w is very close to zero 

(basically a direct current), the capacitor becomes fully charged and the current only goes 

through the resistor. By analyzing the mathematical model, we can derive the Nyquist plot for 

this circuit which is a semicircle, intercepting the real axis at 0 and R. Therefore, by analyzing 

the impedance spectra, various electrochemical parameters can be extracted, such as the solution 

resistance, charge transfer resistance, double-layer capacitance, ionic conductivity, and diffusion 

coefficients. These parameters can help understand the kinetics of electrochemical reactions, the 

performance of electrochemical devices, and the properties of electrolyte materials.  

In this study, we aim to investigate the ionic resistance of SEI by the Cu|SEI|Li cell 

(solid-electrolyte interphase passivating films formed on lithium combined with a copper 

blocking electrode), To describe the charge transfer process within the SEI, we adopted a 

relatively simple equivalent circuit model based on empirical analysis. Churikov et al. compared 

various equivalent circuit options and developed an equivalent circuit model that considers the 

physical behavior and meaning of each component.46,47 The physical meaning of the proposed 

equivalent circuit model will be illustrated in the following section: 
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1. Space-Charge Region at the SEI-Li Interface, CSC (capacitor)26,46,47: 

Due to the differences in chemical potential between lithium and the passivated SEI layer, 

the mutual diffusion of ionic and electronic charge carriers is required to align interfacial energy 

levels. Therefore, a space-charge region is formed at their interface. A space charge region refers 

to a region near the interface where there is an imbalance or accumulation of charge carriers. It 

typically occurs at the boundary between the electrode and the electrolyte or between different 

layers or materials within the electrode. The formation of a space charge region is often 

influenced by the presence of different concentrations of ions or the movement of charged 

species across the interface. For example, when an electrode is immersed in an electrolyte or two 

different layers of material, positive and negative ions from the electrolyte can migrate to the 

electrode surface, creating a charge imbalance. This results in the formation of a space charge 

region where the concentration of ions or charge carriers is different from that of the bulk 

electrolyte. This space-charge layer is modeled as a capacitance, CSC. 

 

2. Accumulation/Depletion of Charge Carriers at the SEI-Cu Interface, CSEI (capacitor)26: 

When an interface is presence between two materials (SEI/Cu), a layer of charged 

species is formed at the interface due to the differences in chemical potential. The interface 

consists of a layer of adsorbed ions of opposite charge to the electrode surface and a region of 

diffuse ions in the SEI. During EIS measurements, the applied AC voltage induces the charging 

and discharging of the interface which behaves like a capacitor. As a result, charge carriers can 

be accumulated or depleted at the interface. The accumulation or depletion of ionic and 

electronic charge carriers across the boundary of the SEI layer and the Cu blocking electrode is 
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modeled as a geometric capacitance at the SEI/Cu interface, CSEI. 

 

3. Ionic Resistance of the SEI Layer, RSEI (resistance): 

The ionic resistance within the SEI layer is modeled as a resistance, RSEI. 

 

4. Solid-State Diffusion at the Space-Charge Region, W (Warburg impedance)48: 

The Warburg impedance is observed as a diagonal line with a slope of 45 degrees in the 

Nyquist plot of EIS data. It is represented by a straight line that extends towards the lower 

frequencies without intersecting the real axis. This characteristic behavior is indicative of a 

diffusion-limited process. In the context of solid-state diffusion, the Warburg impedance arises 

from the movement of charge carriers through a solid material, such as an electrode or an 

electrolyte. It reflects the impedance resulting from the diffusion process, where charge carriers 

diffuse into and out of the material over time. The solid-state diffusion of ionic and electronic 

charge carriers within the space-charge region is modeled as a Warburg element, W.  

 

5. Residual Liquid Electrolyte Resistance: 

To account for the ionic resistance of the residual liquid electrolyte in swollen-state EIS 

measurements, a resistance component, Re, is included in the model. A hypothesis here is that 

the resistance component, Re should be able to account for the liquid influence in our ionic 

conductivity measurement. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the physical battery components for  

                           SEI ionic conductivity measurement 

 

 

 

                 Figure 4. Equivalent circuit model for Cu|SEI|Li cell 
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Figure 5. Nyquist plot of the EIS data (green dots) and the fitting result (the red line) for 

Cu|SEI|Li cell 

 

By applying the proposed equivalent circuit model to our experimental setup, we should 

be able to extract the SEI ionic resistance information from the fitting result. The model provides 

good fit to some of our swollen state EIS measurements. However, some finding from this 

experiment setup and methodology shows that the current Cu|SEI|Li cell experimental setup and 

the methodology that we apply are not valid mainly because of the following reasons. 

1. The donut shaped polyethylene separator that was used in our Cu|SEI|Li cell 

experimental setup is ionically conductive. Here we performed a simple experiment to verify 

this finding. A Cu|PE|Li coin cell with 1M LiPF6 in EC/DEC liquid electrolyte is built. Here 

we replace the normal separator with the PE separator that was used in our conductivity 

measurement. The goal of this experiment is whether the PE separator can function as a 

traditional separator that is normally used in a coin cell. Therefore, we perform lithium 

deposition with the Cu|PE|Li coin cell and find out that we can see lithium deposited onto the 
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Cu foil showing that the PE membrane is ionically conductive. As shown in Fig. 6, the finding 

invalids our previous ionic conductivity measurement since one hypothesis that is applied is 

that the charge transfer process only happens within the SEI layer and the interface which are 

attach to the SEI layer. However, if the PE separator is ionically conductive, the charge transfer 

process could be happening at both the SEI layer and the PE separator as shown in Fig. 6 

making the analysis of the Nyquist plot and model fitting not valid. To fix the issue, we will 

need to find an alternative donut shape membrane material which is both electronic and ionic 

passivated to validate the ionic conductivity measurement. 

 

 

                        Figure 6. Schematic of the charge transfer process (arrows) 

                                     at SEI and PE donut shaped separator 

 

2. The definition of swollen state SEI which is adding 10 μL to the pre-made SEI is non-

ideal. A hypothesis of swollen state SEI ionic conductivity measurement is that the addition of 

liquid electrolyte will not affect the RSEI value that we extract from the equivalent circuit model 

since the liquid electrolyte resistance term, Re should be able to account for the liquid electrolyte 
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influence of our swollen state setup. However, the RSEI value that we measure increase about one 

to two orders of magnitude showing that the influence of additional liquid electrolyte should not 

be neglected, and it further complicates the analysis of our ionic conductivity measurement. One 

possible solution is to redefine the definition of swollen state SEI. There should be no liquid 

electrolyte added so that we further remove the excess liquid on the pre-made SEI layer. 

3. The contact of our Cu|SEI|Li is not ideal. In both the swollen state and dry state SEI 

ionic conductivity measurement, we find that a consistent and reliable Nyquist plot with a 

distinct semi-circle is hard to obtain. Since a donut shaped separator is used in our Cu|SEI|Li 

setup, the contact between the Cu foil and the positive case through the centered hole of the 

donut shaped separator is non-uniform and creating non-consistent interfacial impedance. This is 

the main reason why we are unable to get reliable Nyquist plot with EIS. Applying moderate 

pressure with a battery crimper would be a potential solution, since improving contact between 

interfaces is often observed with higher pressure in traditional solid state electrolyte literature.49–

51 However, the remaining challenge is that applying high pressure such as 1000 psi could result 

in breakage of SEI and leading to shorting issue. The optimal pressure to apply for ionic 

conductivity measurement still requires further experiment to obtain. 

4. The asymmetric Cu|SEI|Li cell experimental setup is not suitable for ionic conductivity 

measurement of SEI. In solid state electrolyte literature, a symmetric cell experimental setup is 

used for ionic conductivity measurement of solid state electrolyte because of the following 

advantage.26 

a. Simplicity: The symmetric setup simplifies the experimental configuration by 

eliminating the need for complex electrode designs or asymmetric geometries. It involves using 

identical electrodes on both sides of the solid-state electrolyte, making the measurement setup 

easier to assemble and replicate. 
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b. Avoiding polarization effect26,52: In asymmetric setups, where different materials or 

geometries are used for the electrodes, polarization effects can occur due to uneven charge 

distribution or concentration gradients. These polarization effects can interfere with the accurate 

measurement of ionic conductivity. By using a symmetric setup, the electrode polarization is 

minimized, leading to more reliable conductivity measurements. 

c. Reducing contact resistance26,52: The symmetric setup helps to minimize the contact 

resistance between the electrodes and the solid-state electrolyte. When different materials or 

interfaces are involved, the contact resistance can vary and affect the overall measurement. 

Using identical electrodes in a symmetric setup ensures consistent contact properties, allowing 

for more accurate determination of ionic conductivity. 

 

By adopting the above failure analysis to our current Cu|SEI|Li setup, we proposed a 

new setup that could potentially address the above issued, enabling accurate and reliable SEI 

ionic conductivity measurement. The new setup is symmetric SEI conductivity measurement 

where two SEI passivated lithium are form and combine as a Li|SEI|Li architecture. We can 

minimize the contact resistance and avoid polarization effect that was dominant in our previous 

asymmetric Cu|SEI|Li setup. Furthermore, to minimize the influence from the additional liquid 

electrolyte (resulting in lower RSEI value obtained from the equivalent circuit of EIS data 

fitting), we remove any excess liquid electrolyte on the SEI layer with Kimwipes for swollen 

state SEI conductivity measurement. We also replace our initial polyethylene donut shaped 

separator with PTFE donut shaped separator (which is not ionic and electronic conductive) to 

ensure the charge transfer process when conducting EIS measurement is solely happening at the 

SEI layer and its interfaces. In the end, after we assemble the Li|SEI|Li cell, some pressure 

(from 500 psi to 1000 psi) is applied to the Li|SEI|Li cell to further decrease the interfacial 
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contact resistance and  

improve the contact in our experimental setup. The new Li|SEI|Li cell will be used in our future 

SEI ionic conductivity measurement. 

 

2.3 DC polarization for electronic conductivity measurement 

 

The Hebb-Wagner method is a technique used to measure the electronic conductivity in 

materials with mixed ionic and electronic conductivity.53–56 In our Cu|SEI|Li experimental setup, 

we employ the Hebb-Wagner method to measure the electronic conductivity of the solid-

electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed directly on lithium metal, using a reversible lithium metal 

electrode and a Cu foil blocking electrode. The SEI acts as a mixed ionic and electronic 

conductor, where both ions and electrons migrate within the cell. The reason why we use an 

asymmetric cell setup instead of a symmetric cell setup for DC polarization is because we need 

the concentration gradient of ionic charge carriers to build up at Li/SEI interface so that it can 

counteract the polarization (1V) applied. Therefore, we can immobilize the ionic charge carriers 

and only measure the current from electrons. With a Li symmetric cell setup, the concentration 

gradient is hard to maintain at a certain interface. By employing the Hebb-Wagner method, we 

aim to exclude the ionic current originating from ion migration and focus solely on measuring 

the electronic current. 

In our Cu|SEI|Li architecture, we apply a constant DC polarization of 1V. Initially, all 

charge carriers, including Li ions, migrate towards the lithium metal electrode. However, since 

the Cu foil, serving as the blocking electrode, does not provide ion sources, a concentration 

gradient of lithium ions is established at the interface between the lithium metal and the SEI. 

Over time, at steady state, the diffusion of lithium ions towards the Cu electrode counteracts the 
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applied polarization, resulting in no net lithium-ion flux within the SEI. At steady state, the 

measured current is solely attributed to electronic carriers as shown in Fig. 8. By measuring this 

steady-state current, we can determine the electronic conductivity of the SEI. The exclusion of 

ionic current allows us to focus specifically on the electronic current and accurately measure 

the electronic conductivity of the SEI. Once the steady-state electronic current is obtained from 

the DC polarization, we can use the formula: electronic conductivity (σe) = L / (R × A) 

where L is the thickness of the SEI, A is the area of the Cu ion blocking electrode, and R is the  

SEI electronic resistance obtained from Ohm’s law, V = I × R where V is the applied constant 

voltage, and I is the measured steady-state current. 

 

 

Figure 7. Schematic of the physical battery components for  

                           SEI electronic conductivity measurement 
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Figure 8. Schematic of the DC polarization curve for  

                                SEI electronic conductivity measurement 

However, wide variations of steady state current (almost one order of magnitude) are 

observed with the methodology. There are two potential reasons for this inconsistent SEI 

electronic conductivity measurement. As previously mentioned in SEI ionic conductivity 

measurement, the PE donut shaped separator is ionic conductive and for the swollen and dry 

state SEI, we add additional liquid electrolyte in the experimental setup. This non-ideal setup and 

experimental condition will lead to unclear polarization data interpretation since whether the 

measured steady state current is from polarization of SEI layer or PE donut shaped separator is 

hard to decouple.  

One potential solution for a more accurate SEI electronic conductivity is by replacing 

the PE separator (which is ionically conductive), to the PTFE membrane (which is not ionically 

conductive). Besides, the swollen and dry state SEI measurement should not have any excess 

liquid electrolyte in the system to make sure that the steady state current obtain from the DC 
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polarization method is only coming from the ion migration and polarization of SEI layer. By 

adopting the above strategies, a more consistent and accurate SEI electronic conductivity 

measurement could be conducted for future research. 

 

3 SEI as solid state electrolyte 

 
Although our above methodology and analysis on SEI conductivity is not fully developed 

yet, our Cu|SEI|Li cell setup showing no shorting with direct contact of Cu and SEI passivated 

lithium shows that SEI does function as an electron passivated layer and is ionically conductive 

based on the above EIS analysis. In principle, the SEI should then be able to function as a solid 

state electrolyte, enabling the reversible plating and stripping of metallic Li.  

 

3.1 Li deposition and reversible cycling in Cu|SEI|Li architecture 

 

To demonstrate this proof-of-concept in our separator-less Cu|SEI|Li cell geometry, we 

perform standard galvanostatic cycling at 0.01 mA/cm2 for a deposition capacity of 0.05 

mAh/cm2 and a stripping cutoff voltage of 1 V vs. Li metal. The voltage profile of this 

electrodeposition process on the Cu current collector using our SEI as an SSE is displayed in 

Fig. 9 and 10 (SEI is in its swollen state, formed in 4M LiFSI in DME). We detect the familiar 

nucleation overpotential of Li onto Cu and the voltage plateaus of Li plating and stripping, 

which are the precise features observed in voltage profiles of traditional Cu-Li half cell 

geometries. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirm that Li metal is deposited in our 

Cu|SEI|Li cell and appears to be non-dendritic, which is a favorable morphology as shown in 

Fig. 11. Remarkably, this reversible Li deposition and stripping occurs at room temperature 

across a thin SEI (~3 um) as the SSE without excess applied pressure. However, both of our 
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lithium deposition and Cu|SEI|Li cell are conducted in swollen state condition meaning that 10 

μL of additional liquid electrolyte is added into the system. In this case, the SEI may just be 

functioning as a separator to prevent shorting from direct contact of lithium and Cu electrode. 

The lithium deposition and cycling voltage profile come from the lithium ion in the additional 

liquid electrolyte rather than from the lithium negative electrode, and the ion conductive donut 

shaped PE separator also might serve as a separator for lithium deposition and cycling. To 

further address the issue and enabling SEI to function as a solid state electrolyte, we remove 

any excess liquid electrolyte by rinsing the SEI with solvent and dry the SEI in the glovebox for 

one hour. Surprisingly, when the SEI without any liquid electrolyte is integrate into our 

Cu|SEI|Li cell, shorting of the Cu|SEI|Li cell is observed. To further analyze why shorting is 

happening within the Cu|SEI|Li cell, top view SEM images of SEI without any excess liquid is 

observed in Fig. 12. The SEI layer is no longer uniformed under one hour drying condition and 

cracks in the SEI layer can be observed leading to shorting of our Cu|SEI|Li cell. This finding 

can be explained by the SEI swelling behavior since the thickness/volume of SEI can vary 

between swollen state and dry state.16 The swelling behavior can lead to contraction of SEI 

during the drying process and cracks of SEI can form leading to exposed lithium metal 

underneath. The finding shows that further SEI engineering is needed for a SEI with minimum 

swelling behavior to show this proof-of-concept using SEI as solid state electrolyte. 
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 Figure 9. Voltage profile of lithium deposition at 0.01 mA cm-2 and 0.22 mAh cm-2 

 in Cu|SEI|Li cell with swollen state 4M LiFSI in DME SEI  

 

 

Figure 10. Voltage profile of cycling at 0.01 mA cm-2 and 0.05 mAh cm-2 
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in Cu|SEI|Li cell with swollen state 4M LiFSI in DME SEI  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. SEM images of lithium deposition at 0.01 mA cm-2 and 0.22 mAh cm-2 

in Cu|SEI|Li cell with swollen state 4M LiFSI in DME SEI  

 

 

               

Figure 12. SEM images of SEI surface after one hour drying condition 
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4 Future work 

Combining the above failure analysis, a new Li|SEI|Li cell architecture is proposed for a 

more consistent and reliable SEI ionic conductivity measurement. With the new Li|SEI|Li, we 

can characterize the SEI ionic conductivity in different electrolyte systems and swelling states. 

The SEI swelling ratio is quantified by cryo-EM imaging of electrolyte infiltration into the SEI 

and calculated by dividing the thickness of SEI in the swollen state by that of SEI in the dry 

state. SEI swelling ratios can range from 1.2 (low swelling) to 2.3 (high swelling) in various 

electrolytes and correlates with Coulombic efficiency.16 One hypothesis is that the absence or 

presence of a liquid in the SEI film will dramatically impact how Li ions travel through the SEI 

layer. This future research can potentially bring new insight in explaining the dewetting and dry 

process during battery cycling. The diverse swelling states and ionic conductivity of SEI could 

induce the formation of a notched structure, which would eventually pinch off to create 

electrically isolated Li from the current collector.57 The dewetting process during battery cycling 

will facilitate dead Li formation and accelerate capacity loss.58,59 The future research will revise 

our previous understanding of Li ion transport through the SEI and has important implications 

for the impact of dewetting processes on cycling stability. 

For SEI electronic conductivity measurement, an ionically and electronically 

passivating PTFE donut shaped separator is integrated into our current Cu|SEI|Li cell, enabling 

a more precise polarization of SEI layer. Therefore, accurate and reliable steady state current 

and SEI electronic conductivity can be obtained. In the literature, liquid electrolyte engineering 

has emerged as a powerful approach to tune deposition morphology of the high-capacity Li 

metal anode by tailoring SEI chemistry and nanostructure. Electrolytes that favor 
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decomposition of anions and fluorinated components have been shown to form an SEI film 

which has higher Coulombic efficiency (CE). However, how does anions and fluorinated 

components in SEI boost the battery performance remain unclear and not much quantitative 

analysis has been shown in literature.60–62 With our new SEI electronic conductivity 

measurement, we can study the correlation between SEI films that formed under various 

electrolytes chemistry and their electronic conductivity. One hypothesis we proposed is that the 

SEI films with higher ratio of anions and fluorinated components have lower electronic 

conductivity (more passivated to electrons transfer between liquid electrolyte and lithium metal 

electrode) leading to lower capacity loss during battery cycling. 

More remarkably, in this initial study, we proposed a Cu|SEI|Li architecture to 

demonstrate SEI can potentially function as a solid state electrolyte. Although the addition of 

liquid electrolyte in the system and the SEI crack formation after drying process make using SEI 

as solid state electrolyte remain challenging. Indeed, more Cu|SEI|Li architecture setup 

engineering is needed. For example, thinner donut shaped separator with applied pressure to the 

Cu|SEI|Li cell can improve the contact between interfaces in the cell and thus minimize the 

interfacial impedance of the system. Furthermore, to address the SEI cracks formation in dry 

condition, SEI formed under different electrolyte systems should be further investigate. The goal 

is to find a certain SEI which has minimum swelling behavior under drying condition to mitigate 

the cracks of SEI films and prevent the lithium metal from contacting the Cu electrode leading to 

shoring of the SEI cell. 
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5 Method 

 
Assembly and construction of Cu|SEI|Li geometry: 

Our unique Cu|SEI|Li geometry is constructed in two steps: (1) SEI formation on metallic Li foil 

and (2) standard coin cell assembly by direct contact between SEI-passivated Li metal and Cu foil. 

These steps are described below. 

 

SEI formation on metallic Li foil: 

1. In an Ar-filled glove box, Scrape surface of metallic Li foil using a clean razor blade to expose 

pristine Li surface. 

2. Assemble a simple version of the coin cell by stacking the negative case, the spacer, and 20 mm 

diameter lithium metal. Pipette 60 microliters of liquid electrolyte into the cell. Cover the system 

with the positive case to prevent liquid electrolyte evaporation. 

3. Rest the coin cell in the glove box at room temperature for 48 hours. The SEI will form 

chemically in this period. 

4. Disassemble the coin cell to extract the SEI-passivated Li metal foil.  

5. To form a swollen SEI in the present study, add 10 microliters of liquid electrolyte to the SEI-

passivated lithium and immediately proceed to the Cu|SEI|Li cell assembly procedure. 

To form a dry SEI in the present study, let the SEI-passivated lithium rest in the glove box for 30 

minutes so that liquid electrolyte within the SEI may evaporate before moving onto the following 

procedure. 
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Cu|SEI|Li Cell Assembly: 

1. This system resembles a standard coin cell system with the omission of the traditional separator. 

Stack the negative case (at the bottom), spring, and spacer with the SEI-passivated lithium in the 

glove box. 

2. Place a Cu foil with 0.31 cm² area on top of the SEI-passivated lithium. 

3. Place a donut shaped polyethylene separator on top of the Cu foil. (This is to prevent shorting 

from contact of positive case and other cell components.) 

4. For SEI conductivity measurement, place a positive case on top without crimping the cell. For 

SEI as solid state electrolyte use, crimp the cell under 1000 psi to improve contact. 

 

Li|SEI|Li Cell assembly: 

1. This system resembles a standard coin cell system with the omission of the traditional separator. 

Stack the negative case (at the bottom), spring, and spacer with the SEI-passivated lithium in the 

glove box.  

2. Stack positive case (at the bottom), PTFT donut shaped separator and a pristine Li foil with 0.2 

cm² area and apply pressure with a spacer on top of the Li foil manually (improve the contact 

between battery components).  

3. Assemble the components obtain in setup 1 and 2 by placing the positive case on top 

(along with the battery components in step 2) of the SEI passivated lithium (along with the 
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battery components in step 1). 

4. Use the battery crimper to apply 1000 psi pressure to the Li|SEI|Li cell (improve contact of 

solid-solid interfaces). 

 

SEI as solid state electrolyte coin cell testing.  

Assembled coin cells with SEI as solid state electrolyte were loaded onto a battery cycler 

(BioLogic) and deposited lithium onto the Cu substrate under 0.01 mA/ cm² current density until 

shorting happened. The SEI as solid state electrolyte coin cells cycled under 0.01 mA/ cm² current 

density for 5 hours (capacity: 0.05 mAh/ cm²) and the cut-off voltage for stripping is 1V. 

 

Cross-section SEM sample preparation. 

Place the SEI-passivated lithium into the coin cell and attach it to the battery clamp of BioLogic for 

5 minutes. This step is to make sure the SEI thickness we measure are identical to the real 

measurement condition. After clamping the SEI-passivated lithium, rinse the SEM sample with 

solvent (DEC or DME) to remove excess salt on the sample surface. Cut a small opening on the 

SEI-passivated lithium disk with scissors, and then slowly tear the sample apart with two tweezers. 

The cross-section of SEI will expose and ready for SEM thickness characterization. 
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6 Appendix 

SEI thickness characterization 

To further calculate the SEI ionic and electronic conductivity, cross-section scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken for 5 electrolyte chemistry SEI. Thickness in the 

following figures were determined from measurement at more than 30 random positions on the 

edges of the cross-section views. For each SEI electrolyte chemistry, we present an example of 

SEI cross-section image and a SEI thickness histogram. 
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(b) 1 M LiPF6
 in EC/DEC/FEC 
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(c) 1 M LiFSI in DME 
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(d) 4 M LiFSI in DME 
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(e) 1.6 M LiFSI in F5DEE 
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7 Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, the goal is to develop a simple and high throughput platform that will 

transform how we discuss the SEI, transitioning from historically qualitative descriptions 

towards new quantitative measurements. Although, the Cu|SEI|Li cell experimental setup is non-

ideal for SEI conductivity measurement and the definition of swollen state SEI (addition of 

liquid electrolyte into the system) is not suitable for SEI conductivity measurement causing 

further complication when analyzing the data, several failure analysis and future improvement 

are proposed in the thesis including our new Li|SEI|Li cell setup and replacement of PE separator 

to PTFE separator which is both ions and electrons passivated. Furthermore, an idea that 

challenge the existing paradigm for what an SEI layer can be is proposed which is using SEI to 

function as solid state electrolyte. Indeed, the cell architecture and the optimal electrolyte 

chemistry to engineer an ideal SEI for the application are remain unclear, but future research can 

potentially open up exciting possibilities to make a solid state battery with SEI as solid state 

electrolyte. 
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